Setting Upper Limit
1. Operate the system and stop at the preferred height of upper limit.
2. Press “+” and “−” together, and release “−” within 3 seconds (before it goes to reset mode)
3. Keep holding “+” for 5 seconds
4. Beep - setting completed!

Setting Lower Limit
1. Operate the system and stop at the preferred height of lower limit.
2. Press “+” and “−” together, and release “+” within 3 seconds (before it goes to reset mode)
3. Keep holding “−” for 5 seconds
4. Beep - setting completed!

Clean Upper Limit:
1. Go the upper limit has been set
2. Press “+” and “−” together, and release “−” within 3 seconds (before it goes to reset mode)
3. Keep holding “+” for 5 seconds
4. Beep - cancellation completed!

Clean Lower Limit:
1. Go the lower limit has been set
2. Press “+” and “−” together, and release “+” within 3 seconds (before it goes to reset mode)
3. Keep holding “−” for 5 seconds
4. Beep - cancellation completed!

Reset (Limitation of Reset)
1. The reset position will still be the mechanical limit (TL fully retracted). After reset, the user has to extend the column to be higher than the preset lower limit to operate normally.
2. Within the range between reset position and preset lower limit, only moving up is allowed until the height exceeds the preset lower limit. (Moving down could not be operated)
3. There’s a beep as a reminder when the height exceeds the preset lower limit.

Height Ranges:
- 2-Stage Legs: 27”-46.7”
- 3-Stage Legs: 22”-48”
STANDARD HANDSET — UP/DOWN CONTROLS
Second Generation (Control Box Labeled U.L.)

A. Up Button
B. Down Button

Height Ranges:
2-Stage Legs: 27”-46.7”
3-Stage Legs: 22”-48”

Reset (when base is in mid level or café level)
1. Press and hold the down button and slowly count to four, then release button.
2. Immediately press and hold down button again. The base will slowly go down.
   Keep holding the down button, until it drops to the bottom.
3. Release the down button and press and hold again. You should feel a bump, your reset.

Reset (when the base is at the bottom or lowest level)
1. Press and hold the down button and slowly count to four, then release button.
2. Immediately press and hold down button again. You should feel a bump your reset.
UPGRADED HANDSET — 4 MEMORY PRESETS

A. Height Adjustment Buttons
B. Memory Position Buttons
C. Memory Setting Button
D. Digital Display

Height Ranges:
- 2-Stage Legs: 27”-46.7”
- 3-Stage Legs: 22”-48”

Programming Memory Presets
1. Press the up or down arrow to set the worksurface to the desired height.
2. Press and hold the “M” button until the display blinks. After it starts blinking at the desired height, press one of the preset number buttons (1, 2, 3 or 4) on the LED screen.
3. The table will automatically reset to this height whenever the preset number is pressed and held until the preset height is reached.

Power Saving Mode - Waking up the Hand Set
1. Press any button to wake up handset.

Resetting the Base
1. Simultaneously press the up and down arrows for 5 seconds and the desk will begin to go down.
2. Hold the up and down arrow buttons simultaneously until the digital display shows “00” and flashes for 2 seconds.
3. The beeping sound will indicate that the base is reset.

Note: Please make sure there is nothing under the base before setting to its lowest level. If the cable is obstructed it will not reset properly.

For questions or support, please contact AMQ Customer Care at cc@amqsolutions.com or (877) 801-0370.